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The unique apartment Old City

Price

730 000 zł
15 208 zł/m2

KRAKÓW
Ariańska

Size Rooms Bedrooms Bathrooms Floor

48.00 m2 2 1 1 3

Dodatkowe udogodnienia:

 Garden
 Lift
 Air conditioning
 Balcony
 Parking
 Security

The unique apartment with the glass roof and the exceptional
terrace in Old City

 Mint Property presents for sale a luxurious, brand new, beautifully
finished apartment with a large terrace in the center of Krakow

A spacious and a very bright apartment is located on the third floor of a
modern outbuilding of a historic townhouse from the 19th century. 
The intimate building it's another advantage of this property.
Numerous windows, especially glass roof create a unique space.

The apartment measures 48 m2 and consists of a living room with a
kitchenette, a separate bedroom with a wardrobe and a bathroom with
a large walk-in shower. The 25 meters of terrace overlooks to the
peaceful green side.

The flat was designed by an interior designer. The unique finish is the
showcase of this property. Original furniture, wallpapers and
accessories distinguish the apartment and make a unique atmosphere.

The apartment is finished and equipped with the materials on the
highest standard The whole is designed and finished with attention to
the smallest details.

The property's location provide superior access to a developed network
of public transportation, train and bus stations, as well as one of the
most vital communication routes in the city _Rondo Mogilskie.

 

The price of the apartment is  730 000 PLN

To the apartment belongs a parking space in the underground garage.
Price of a parking space is  50 000 PLN

 We invite you to contact our office to present the property.

Dane agenta:
Maria Giemborek

505452950 maria@mintproperty.pl


